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Dana Frank owns and manages a portfolio of multi-family properties in Greater Seattle.  
She is a blogger at MenopauseBarbees.com, serves on philanthropic boards, and is an 

influential Seattleite. Her witty, hilarious, and ultra-positive personality shines brightly as she 

works to support and motivate at-risk youth, rising stars in the community, and collaborate 

for change in the political spectrum.
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1. REAL ESTATE INVESTING +
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

2. GENDER + RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
IN BUSINESS AND BANKING

3. BUILDING GENERATIONAL WEALTH

4. COVID-19 EFFECTS ON LEASING

5. WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

businesswoman
Dana is an accomplished businesswoman who 

manages several hundred residents for TD Frank 

Family Properties, keeping the business that her 

parents started in the 1950s alive and thriving.  

With grace and wit, she has taken the business world 

by storm to challenge continuing issues of gender and 

racial discrimination in real estate and banking.

author
In her upcoming debut novel, Get Up And Get On It, 

Dana reveals the formula for creating generational 

wealth while taking the reader through a dark humor 

roller coaster ride filled with human experiences 

everyone can relate to. Dana’s passion for writing 

doesn’t begin or end with novels, though. Her blog, 

MenopauseBarbees, is a safe haven for women of all 

walks of life, approaching topics of aging, dating, and 

what it means to be a woman in the 21st century with 

humor, compassion, and a wealth of lived experience.

philanthropist
When Dana isn’t busy overseeing her parents’ real 

estate legacy or sharing her story with the world, she 

devotes her time to philanthropic pursuits. Serving on 

multiple advisory boards for Seattle-based 

organizations, Dana finds purpose in serving her 

community. By supporting at-risk youth, her work 

focuses on guiding the rising stars of Seattle towards 

collaboration to motivate political change for 

socioeconomic equity in marginalized communities.

signature topics

She has helped thousands of families secure housing, 

shown the world that it is possible to combat systems 

of inequity in order to build generational wealth, 

and finds profound purpose in serving her amazing 

community. With unmatched cleverness, sincerity, 

and a wealth of knowledge to share with people from 

all walks of life, Dana is a dynamo in every sense of 

the word.

“Every venture should be 
an adventure.” 

— DANA FRANK

at a glancethere is 
nothing 
dana doesn’t 
know about 
real estate 
investing 
and being a 
‘landlady’.
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